“Thank you for reaching out to our MAL officers regarding this important educational materials which is very useful and simple to be disseminated to our rural farmers in the country.” Frank Odona, CFO - CC/RR of Ministry Agriculture and Livestock, Solomon Islands

“Shall share to all our Extension staffs in the provinces as this will certainly assist them in their work with your rural farmers.” MacDonnell Hivan Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Coordinator National Agriculture Livelihoods Improvement & Export Based Expansion

“I have just read through this picture brochure, and I am absolutely thrilled with it. It is beautifully done, and the wording is easy to understand so that we can use it when presenting these concepts to families who may not be able to read - but will be able to remember the clearly worded encouragement to diversify their diets and to learn about the nutritional benefits of the plants they grow and eat.” Trees by the Water, Togo

“The Mustard Seed Institute, Rwanda, was happy to have the opportunity to partner with Food Plants Solutions for the creation of these informative booklets, which will be printed and placed on display in our library. The booklets will be used in future educational seminars for the community. We thank Food Plant Solutions for making these booklets and assisting our poor rural community to better understand nutrition and healthy eating.” The Mustard Seed Institute, Rwanda

“The information are most valuable to all us include community to response malnutrition issue in country.” Jesuinho Gusmao World Vision Timor-Leste

“I plan to review and consider the information during my dissertation work focusing on the vegetation of the Mangoky River watershed area. I became aware of the availability of the report via an email from Karalyn Hingston, sent to the Family Farming & Agroecology working group. Thank you for your work and for making these materials available!” Ren Montaño, Doctoral Candidate, Environmental Science & Public Policy, College of Science, George Mason University, United States of America

“Thank you for sharing the food plants guide for Kenya. We have keenly read it and we found it to be a useful document and can be source of change to farming practices among many farmers in Africa.” Francis Mutua, Project Development Officer, ASN Upendo Village, Naivasha, Kenya

“Thank you for this useful book on nutrition value of the different plants. It will be very useful for training in our schools project.” Esther Bett, Executive Director, RODI Kenya

“You introduced me to it in 2020 (Potentially Important Food Plants of Kenya), and it's a fantastic resource.” Alfred K Asena, Community Hands Against Poverty, Kenya

“Thank you for the wonderful and distinguished work that you do and access to valuable information, and it will be useful in our field schools.” Eng. Thaher Al-Gharaghir, Jordan
“With your free publications, you continue to make a significant contribution to expanding knowledge base on agriculture for the benefit of empowering communities.” Alfred K. Asena, CEO Community Hands Against Poverty, Lagos

“We still have the books you gave to me and they are very useful for our garden to see what is good for us to plant, to fight malnutrition here.” Carlos Ferrándiz, Harapan Project, Indonesia

“The educational resource you created so that people can understand their local food is very helpful.” Christ’s Victory Centre, Kenya

“These materials are wonderful! What a blessing to be able to use and share them. We are supporting quite a few gardening projects in the area... and the pastors at HEAL Africa go out to do chaplaincy training in far reaching places of North Kivu province. Thank you!!! They loved the materials you have sent... and it’s great to have French versions.” Ann Clemmer

“I am impressed with the work that your organization does in promoting highly nutritious local food plants and educating people on how to grow them. Your focus on empowering people to make informed choices about their food according to the nutritional, economic, and environmental impacts is commendable.” Felix Atamba, Youth Project Lead, Youth Against Hunger (YAHI) Kenya

“This newsletters its can help the most people in Tanzania especially in local environment and teaching the population of people how they can improve their nutrition. And I can share this email to Farmers that can help other on how they can improve their nutrition” Rose

“Thanks for providing information on your organization’s work. It is inspiring to know that others are also engaged with increasing nutrition of marginalized people in developing countries, and especially children.” CORNELIUS VAN BLERK Senior Advisor / Seniorrådgiver Agroecology / Agro-økologi The Royal Norwegian Society for Development – Norges Vel

“They are making us experts in the fields of Food Security and how to achieve this noble goal of eradicating malnutrition In Hai district. Through our Partnership Hai district can soon become a Zero Malnutrition Zone to be copied by the other districts in Tanzania.” Project Partner in Tanzania

“We are happy to be your partner in Cameroon. The materials you provide help us help local farmers (mostly women), to grow highly nutritious food.” H4BF Cameroon

“I’m just back from trips in the Pacific where I noted some of FPS posters in the Solomon Islands Ministry of Health Office. I was then in Fiji participating in the Pacific Dialogue supported by the Crawford fund (funded by ACIAR and DFAT), where I presented on nutrition challenges in the pacific and the role of diversification. You will be happy to note that I referred to FPS and showed the types of materials you have developed around documenting local food biodiversity.” Jessica Raneri

“Thanks to Food Plant Solutions program to fight malnutrition, we are improving the living conditions of the entire population, teaching the population how they can improve their nutrition with a healthy diet with local plants and vegetables.” Carlos Ferrándiz President NGO Harapan Project, Indonesia